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CASE NO. 102244

DECISION ON REVIEW
This case is before the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB or
Board) on Appellee State of Iowa’s petition and Appellant’s cross petition
for review of a proposed decision and order issued by an administrative law
judge (ALJ) following an evidentiary hearing on Jered L. Bratland’s Iowa
Code section 8A.415 State employee disciplinary action appeal. The State
alleges Bratland erroneously documented an inmate’s property as
“discharged” and improperly disposed of the inmate’s property and the
property belonging to another inmate.

Management issued a one-day

paper suspension to Bratland as a result.
In his proposed decision issued February 2, 2020, the ALJ
concluded the evidence was insufficient to prove Bratland disposed of the
two inmates’ properties.

The ALJ concluded, however, that the State

proved Bratland mislabeled the one inmate’s property as “discharged” in
the Iowa Correctional Offender Network (ICON). The ALJ determined the
conduct warranted a written reprimand rather than a one-day suspension
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and he ordered a corresponding adjustment reflected in Bratland’s
personnel file.
Prior to oral arguments on the two petitions, both parties filed briefs
outlining their respective arguments. Attorney Anthea Galbraith, for the
State, and Jered Bratland, pro se, telephonically presented oral arguments
to the Board on November 3, 2020.

The parties challenge the ALJ’s

determinations and conclusion regarding Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate
property and not his conclusions reached on the alleged disposal of inmate
property. The State also asserts the cost of reporting and of the agencyrequested transcript should be assessed equally against the parties.
Pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.15(3), on appeal from an ALJ’s
proposed decision, we possess all powers that we would have possessed
had we elected, pursuant to PERB rule 621―2.1(20), to preside at the
evidentiary hearing in the place of the ALJ. Pursuant to PERB rules
621―11.8(8A,20) and 621―9.5(17A,20), on this petition for review we have
utilized the record as submitted to the ALJ.
Based upon our review of this record, as well as the parties’ briefs
and oral arguments, we adopt the ALJ’s findings of fact with additions and
we adopt the ALJ’s conclusions with additional grounds for the basis of our
decision. We concur with the ALJ and conclude the State did not establish
just cause existed to support its imposition of a one-day suspension for
Bratland, but just cause existed to support the issuance of a written
reprimand to Bratland for his mislabeling of inmate property as
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“discharged.” We modify the ALJ’s order for the assessment of the cost of
reporting and of the agency-requested transcript and order two-thirds of
the cost assessed to the State and one-third of the cost assessed to
Bratland.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The ALJ’s findings of fact, as set forth in the proposed decision and
order attached as “Appendix A,” are fully supported by the record.

We

adopt the ALJ’s factual findings as our own, with the following additions:
1. There was a systemic breakdown in the chain-of-custody and
accountability for how inmates’ properties were received, inventoried,
stored, released, and documented at the Newton Correctional Facility’s
(NCF) Correctional Release Center (CRC).

In addition to several ALJ

findings related to this systemic breakdown, there were occasions when
several inmates were not supervised and stole property from the receiving
and distribution (R & D) property room.

Management did not conduct

investigations of the incidents and thus, no staff members were
disciplined.
2. Sergeant Burke requested one inmate’s property from Bratland.
The ALJ’s findings reflect Bratland explained he had cleaned out a bunch
of junk and clutter from the property room and he was “pretty sure [he]
threw it away.” Bratland described his conversation with Sergeant Burke
in part,
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It was more of a “Well, what happened to this property?” And
it was a “Well, I hope it didn’t get mixed in somehow with the
contraband that I was throwing out.”
Based on his statements to Sergeant Burke, Bratland agreed “management
had an obligation to look into [the matter]” and investigate.
3.

Bratland admitted to mislabeling an inmate’s property as

“discharged” in ICON.

He also admitted it was contrary to policy and

testified:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

And is that consistent with policy? Even if it was a
mistake. Is that consistent with policy, what you did
there?
You mean like policy—
Is it contrary to policy?
--policy dictating that I marked the wrong thing,
essentially is what you’re saying?
Right.
That I shouldn’t have discharged his property?
Yes.
Yeah.

4. Bratland was not aware that he mislabeled the inmate property
until the investigation was conducted and he received discipline.
Additionally, he did not expect or foresee his written reprimand of record to
result in more severe discipline regardless of the conduct.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
We have carefully considered the parties’ arguments in our review of
the ALJ’s conclusions. The ALJ correctly examined the totality of
circumstances to reach his conclusion that the State did not establish just
cause existed to support its imposition of a one-day suspension to
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Bratland, but just cause existed to support the State’s issuance of a
written reprimand to Bratland.
In reaching this conclusion, the ALJ determined that the State had
failed to establish sufficient proof that Bratland disposed of two inmates’
properties.

The ALJ determined there was sufficient proof Bratland

mislabeled one inmate’s property as “discharged” in ICON and the conduct
warranted a written reprimand.
conclusions
properties.

regarding

The parties do not dispute the ALJ’s

Bratland’s alleged

disposal

of

two

inmates’

Therefore, the main issue on review is whether just cause

existed to support the issuance of a written reprimand for Bratland’s
mislabeling of the inmate’s property as “discharged” in ICON. A second
issue is whether the cost of reporting and of the agency-requested
transcript should be assessed equally against the parties.
We agree with the ALJ’s conclusions as set out in the Appendix A
and adopt them as our own, with the following additional discussions and
clarifications:
1. At issue is Bratland’s mislabeling of an inmate’s property as
“discharged” on June 21, 2018. Bratland seemingly challenges whether
his mislabeling was adequately communicated to him as a reason for
discipline and whether there was sufficient proof he violated the policy or
work rules by his conduct. Bratland asserts the ALJ only made “generic
reference to NCF work rules as far as a policy or post order violation in his
ruling.” He alleges his mislabeling is not a violation of the policy cited in
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the notice of disciplinary action. He maintains the cited policy relates to
the packing, storing, and discharging of inmate property and does not
address computer entries by staff.
Before addressing Bratland’s assertions, we note that Bratland was
given forewarning and had knowledge of NCF’s rules and expected conduct
for the labeling or documentation of inmate property in ICON. On review,
Bratland does not contest his knowledge of the rules. Nor was it an issue
he raised before the ALJ. However, it is an incidental factor relevant to the
thrust of his claims.

NCF gave appropriate forewarning of expected

conduct when Bratland was formally trained in April 2018, on how to
properly document, deliver, and store inmate property. It is rational to
assume Bratland had knowledge of the related rules when he mislabeled
inmate property in August 2018, not long after his training had occurred.
Bratland seemingly argues his mislabeling was not a stated reason
for his discipline and there was insufficient proof that his conduct violated
policy.

We disagree.

The ALJ properly examined these factors and we

concur with his determinations.

The ALJ followed guiding just cause

principles in setting out and analyzing Bratland’s conduct and policy
violations.

The ALJ aptly noted “the presence or absence of just cause

must be determined upon the stated reasons in the disciplinary letter
alone.” See proposed decision and order at 15 (citing Eaves & State (Dep’t
of Corr.), 2003-MA-04 at 14).
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In his findings of fact, the ALJ outlined the State’s disciplinary letter,
which establishes that the reasons for discipline were adequately
communicated to Bratland. The State referred to Bratland’s mislabeling of
property as one of the reasons for discipline. The August 27, 2018, letter,
provided in relevant part:
At 7:15am on 6/21/2018, over three hours prior to his
leaving, you documented his personal property as “discharged”
in ICON. When the incarcerated individual received a shock
probation on 6/25/2018, . . . the property sergeant contacted
you concerning this, you told her that you had thrown the
property away.
(Emphasis added). The ALJ followed this with a citation of the work rules
allegedly violated as contained in the letter of disciplinary action. Thus,
the ALJ correctly set out the State’s evidence establishing the reasons for
discipline were adequately communicated to Bratland.

This included

Bratland’s mislabeling of the inmate’s “personal property as ‘discharged’ in
ICON.”
The ALJ was plainly correct in concluding the State had sufficient
proof that Bratland mislabeled inmate property.

First, Bratland

acknowledged marking the property as “discharged” in ICON.

Second,

Bratland admitted at hearing that his mislabeling violated NCF policy.
Based on Bratland’s admissions, we disagree further analysis of the policy
and its application to his action was required by the ALJ. We place greater
weight on Bratland’s admissions than any argument he now advances to
distinguish nuances of the cited policy to his underlying action. To this
end, Bratland received formal training in April 2018, on how to properly
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document, deliver, and store inmate property.

Therefore, he had

knowledge of the employer’s rules and expected conduct with respect to
“procedures designed to protect the offender’s property,” which the policy
generally references.
Consequently, the ALJ correctly outlined the relevant portions of the
disciplinary letter, which communicated the reasons for the discipline to
Bratland. The ALJ concluded, as we do, the State had sufficient proof that
Bratland violated NCF policy when he mislabeled an inmate’s property as
“discharged” in ICON. The next issue is what discipline is warranted, if
any, for Bratland’s conduct.
Both parties challenge the imposition of a written reprimand for
Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate property in ICON.

There are several

factors that may be examined in a just cause analysis that are particularly
relevant here to the determination of the appropriate discipline: whether
progressive discipline was followed or is not applicable under the
circumstances; whether there are other mitigating circumstances which
would justify a lesser penalty; whether similarly situated employees were
afforded the same or different treatment; and whether the punishment
imposed is proportionate to the offense.
Bratland alleges there should be no disciplinary action for his
clerical error. The State advances several arguments, but focuses mainly
on the ALJ’s underlying analysis of progressive discipline with respect to
the appropriate discipline for Bratland.
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The State has misinterpreted the ALJ’s application of progressive
discipline and determination of the appropriate discipline warranted for
Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate property. The ALJ did not state or limit
the application of progressive discipline to an employee’s conduct which
involves the same “work rule violation” as the State asserts. Rather, the
ALJ looked to some commonality between Bratland’s former misconduct
and his mislabeling of inmate property at issue.
The ALJ’s analysis is supported by the Board cases on review that
are cited by the State. An example of this is illustrated in Wiarda & State
(Dept of Corr), where the ALJ applied progressive discipline because the
conduct was of the same nature as the previously disciplined conduct.
2001-MA-03. In upholding the grievant’s termination, the ALJ relied on
the grievant’s prior commission of similar acts and stated,
It is the repetitive nature of the infractions which is most
troublesome. All of the infractions fall in two areas, security
and GED testing. If this had been the first episode where
security regulations had been violated, Wiarda might
justifiably retain his job.
Id. at App. 17. But for the similarity of offenses, the ALJ would not have
upheld the termination.
Another case cited is not applicable to the case at hand where we
addressed our exception to progressive discipline for serious or egregious
offenses.

See Hoffman & State (Dep’t of Transp.), 1993-MA-21 (Board

determined rude and disrespectful letter to the public from supervisor
constituted egregious conduct). We indicated,
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Although we agree with the ALJ that under most
circumstances tenets of progressive discipline should be
applied, application of these principles depends on the
circumstances of the case. Under some circumstances, the
offense may be serious enough to justify skipping some of the
steps ordinarily imposed in the exercise of progressive
discipline, or the offense may be so serious that progressive
discipline is inapplicable.
Id. at 26.
We reiterated the principle again and affirmed the ALJ’s departure
from progressive discipline for serious conduct in Wilkerson-Moore & State
(Dep’t of Human Servs.), 2018 PERB 10788.

In this case, the ALJ

determined that because the grievant had misused funds, progressive
discipline was inapplicable when the conduct underlying the discipline was
a serious offense. Id. at App. 20. (ALJ concluded five-day suspension was
warranted rather than termination).
Here, Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate property was not a erious or
egregious offense. In his analysis of progressive discipline, the ALJ looked
for

commonality

or

pattern

of

conduct

between

Bratland’s

prior

misconduct, which warranted a written reprimand, and his mislabeling
conduct at issue. Instead, the ALJ found Bratland’s prior misconduct was
distinguishable from his mislabeling of inmate property as “discharged.”
As the ALJ set out, the prior conduct related to Bratland’s duties as a
Lower Post Officer and differed from his job duties of administering and
overseeing the R & D property room.

The ALJ placed even greater

emphasis on the public safety risk created by Bratland’s former conduct,
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which differed significantly from Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate property
that presented no public safety risk.
We agree with the ALJ’s contrasting of Bratland’s prior conduct
when the State made this very same distinction in another case involving
the Newton Correctional Facility (NCF). In Jones & State (Dep’t of Corr.),
the grievant claimed disparate treatment when NCF failed to investigate or
discipline another staff member who transported an inmate off grounds
without logging the inmate out of ICON. 2020 ALJ 102343 at 18. In its
defense, the State distinguished the incident from Jones’ conduct because
it did not involve the same level of risk to safety and security, as it was a
clerical error. Id.
In the present case, the ALJ correctly considered, but distinguished
Bratland’s former conduct and discipline in determining the appropriate
discipline for Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate property in ICON. The ALJ
did not see a pattern of conduct to impose a more severe penalty. In any
event, the State places undue emphasis on whether progressive discipline
applied and misses the mark on why a written reprimand was warranted.
From our interpretation of the ALJ’s decision, “whether progressive
discipline was followed, or is not applicable under the circumstances” was
but one part of this analysis.
As we stated, there are other relevant factors to examine in
determining the appropriate discipline. These include whether there are
other mitigating circumstances which would justify a lesser penalty;
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whether similarly situated employees were afforded the same or different
treatment; and whether the punishment imposed is proportionate to the
offense. Often in cases, the examination of these factors overlaps.
In this case, there are relevant mitigating circumstances and the
treatment of similarly situated employees to consider.

NCF had a

breakdown of accountability with resulting disparate treatment. We agree
with Bratland that clerical errors of this kind have been left unchecked.
However, this does not necessarily preclude disciplinary actions under the
facts presented. For one, an employer’s failure to enforce a policy or rule is
not a prohibition to its future enforcement with appropriate notice.

As

another, Bratland knew his mislabeling was a violation of policy and his
own actions, or specifically his statements, led to the investigation. Yet,
NCF’s systemic breakdown in protocols and its treatment of other similarly
situated employees are relevant factors to consider in determining the
appropriate penalty for Bratland’s mislabeling of inmate property in ICON.
A final factor considered by the ALJ and relevant to our conclusion
as well is whether the penalty imposed is proportionate to the offense. It is
sometimes difficult to discern the analysis of this factor when it often
overlaps the examination of other factors as it did in this case.

In the

ALJ’s analysis, he stated Bratland’s mislabeling “did not endanger” the
“safety of others,” was “relatively minor, inadvertent, and reversible,” “not a
failure of a core duty,” and not “part of a pattern of poor job performance.”
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The ALJ concluded and we concur the one-day suspension is not a
penalty proportionate to the offense of mislabeling inmate property in
ICON. The State seemingly acknowledged a lesser penalty may have been
forthcoming for just the mislabeling.

In oral arguments, the State

conceded the one-day suspension was discipline warranted for not only the
mislabeling, but also for two incidents of Bratland’s alleged disposal of
inmate property. When we take all of the facts in consideration, a one-day
suspension is an excessive penalty for what was essentially Bratland’s
clerical error. Considering all relevant factors, the imposition of a written
reprimand is a penalty appropriate and proportionate to Bratland’s minor
offense.
Based on the record, Bratland had knowledge of NCF’s rules and
expectations for proper labeling or documentation of inmate property in
ICON; the State adequately communicated Bratland’s mislabeling as one of
the reasons for his discipline; and there was sufficient proof Bratland
mislabeled the inmate’s property in ICON in violation of policy. However,
our examination of other relevant factors lead us to conclude that the
offense does not warrant a one-day suspension.
After considering the totality of circumstances, we agree with the
ALJ that the State failed to establish just cause supported its imposition of
a one-day suspension on Bratland for the mislabeling of inmate property in
ICON.

We agree with the ALJ that just cause supported the State’s

issuance of a written reprimand to Bratland instead.
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2. The final issue raised on appeal is whether the cost of reporting
and of the agency-ordered transcript should be assessed against the State
as ordered by the ALJ.

The State argues the costs should be equally

assessed against the parties. Bratland alleges the State has the burden of
establishing just cause and should bear all costs associated with court
reporting and the agency-requested transcript. We agree with the State in
part that the costs should be apportioned.
Iowa Code section 20.6(6) authorizes PERB’s appointment of a
certified court reporter and the assessment of that cost along with any
transcript requested for these proceedings. The relevant provision and
corresponding PERB administrative subrule provide:
20.5 Public employment relations board.
The board shall:
....
6. Appoint a certified shorthand reporter to report state
employee grievance and discipline resolution proceedings
pursuant to section 8A.415 and fix a reasonable amount of
compensation for such service and for any transcript
requested by the board, which amounts shall be taxed as
other costs.
....
621—11.9(8A,20) Costs of certified shorthand reporters
and transcripts.
11.9(2) Taxation as costs. The cost of reporting and of the
agency-requested transcript shall be taxed as costs against
the nonprevailing party or parties although the presiding
officer, or the board on appeal or review of a proposed decision
and order, may apportion such costs in another manner if
appropriate under the circumstances.
Iowa Code § 20.5(6); and Iowa Admin. Code r. 621—11.9(2).
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According to the provisions, costs are assessed against the nonprevailing party or the presiding officer or board has discretion to
apportion the costs. We are more persuaded by the State’s assertion that
Bratland did not prevail in all respects and should bear a portion of the
reporting and transcript costs.

However, we disagree that we should

assess the costs equally against the parties.
Like the ALJ, we have treated this case as one involving three
allegations of employee misconduct, including the two instances of alleged
mishandling of inmate property and the one instance of mislabeling of
inmate property. With the latter of the three, Bratland did not prevail and
should bear the corresponding cost of reporting and of the agencyrequested transcript. Therefore, two-thirds of the cost are assessed against
the State and one-third of the cost is assessed against Bratland.
Accordingly, we enter the following:
ORDER
The State shall rescind and remove the original and all copies of the
August 27, 2018, notification of Jered Bratland’s one-day paper
suspension, from all personnel files maintained concerning Bratland.

The

State shall also take all other actions necessary to place Bratland in the
position he would now be in had he instead been issued a written
reprimand on August 27, 2018.
The cost of reporting and of he agency-requested transcript in the
amount of $275.50 are assessed against the State of Iowa, Department of
15
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